Cruz Perez (CP) and Lisa Garza (LG) 11/03/05 at [material removed], CC:
[Material that is irrelevant to Los Tocayos Carlos and contains sensitive personal
information about one or more persons has been removed.]
[material removed]
CP was one of the matriarchs, along with Meme Morin and Lucy Brayn, of the drinking
crowd that hung out with CH around 7th and Buford in the mid-1980s.
CP: “CH was a beautiful person. He loved kids” He would take them to the beach.
Javier and CH cut trees and help out in the yards and as handyman either to be nice or for
money or both. CH lived in the neighborhood. CH was already doing things for her. CH
like to drink a lot.
Others who were part of the 7th and Buford crowd in 1984-1986 or so:
Ernestina Botella (died); her husband Tony Botella; still around [material removed]
Dina Ybanez
Gilbert Limon (recently killed by CCPD police)
Andy Ybanez (Dina’s son just got out of prison).
Melvin, black; heard he was in Lousiana; [material removed]
Vera – black woman (lived on Hancock).
Lester “Les” LNU or maybe Marshall: husband of Margaret, now deceased; Les
drove a motorcycle; hippy long hair; Bandito wannabe; red hair and called “Red”. Had
daughter named Michelle; their only daughter; thinks he moved to Albuquerque, NM.
Crazy Rudy or Rudy Crazy Legs Trevino – street person at that time.
Tomboy (Mary Ellis) in federal prison in Florida
Minerva Garcia
“Marshall” maybe he is the one known as Red, and also know as Magoo; motorcycle
and truck; hippy looking.
This was around 1984-1986.
Lucy Bray or Brayn was really close to him. She should be 68 or 70. [We have been
looking for Lucy Bray. Need to search for Brayn]
CP was living at time at [material removed] and also at [material removed]; near Meme
Morin. CH lived in the neighborhood.
LG: thought maybe CH was “bisexual” and had something going with Melvin and that
Cindy knew about it. When CH would drink, he wouldn’t get “mean mean” but he
would get “mean.” When he drank, he would pass out and was impossible to wake up.
When CH and Javier were drunk they would “go at it” (fight)
LG: When they hung around, CH would “make Cindy sit there and be quiet and watch.”

Cindy was often there when CH was hitting on other girls. He hit on everyone. He hit on
Lisa and she was only 14.
CP: heard that CH was going with Dina Ybanez, and then she was messing with another
man and he knifed her (CP makes gesture of back and forth with a knife). They did
nothing to him (meaning no punishment) and he was right back on the street.
LG and CP: volunteered that CH “always wore those shirts I hate that daddy
always wore – blue and red checked flannel shirts. And he smoked Winston’s in the
red pack.

